
Collective Impact
a useful framework for the 
Wikimedia Movement?



why is this discussion relevant to the 
movement?

some of the wikimedia organisations are 
growing in scope and size
some wikimedia organizations want to work 
together more effectively and with a long-
term partnership perspective
we are a movement, a network of networks, 
but not a partnership



background - collective impact

● Frustration with silo approaches to complex 
social issues

● FSG Group 2011 publications
● framework for understanding partnerships



since then

● international community of practice
● further development of knowledge base
● promising practices
● Collective Impact Forum
http://www.fsg.org/collective-impact-forum 

http://www.fsg.org/collective-impact-forum
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case studies

Regional:
● Strive Initiative
● RuhrFutur



Strive

“Strive, a nonprofit subsidiary of KnowledgeWorks, has brought 
together local leaders to tackle the student achievement crisis and 
improve education throughout greater Cincinnati and northern 
Kentucky. In the four years since the group was launched, Strive 
partners have improved student success in dozens of key areas across 
three large public school districts. Despite the recession and budget 
cuts, 34 of the 53 success indicators that Strive tracks have shown 
positive trends, including high school graduation rates, fourth-grade 
reading and math scores, and the number of preschool children 
prepared for kindergarten.”
Collective Impact, SSIReview Winter 2011



Shape up Somerville

video:http://collectiveimpactforum.
org/initiative-stories



RuhrFutur

The overall aim of RuhrFutur is to enable all 
youth living in the Ruhr region to have equal 
opportunities for accessing education, 
participating in education and for educational 
success, regardless of their social and ethnic 
background. 



the five characteristics





Further research and practice

● backbone
● international context
● public policy
● funding and the role of grantmakers
● community engagement
● power dynamics
● evaluation
● involving the private sector

http://collectiveinsights.ssireview.org/
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are there fits for the WM movement?



fits for the movement

● impact orientation and measurement
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fits for the movement

● impact orientation and measurement
● opportunities for community engagement 

and stakeholder participation
● shared learning



new for the movement

● trans-sectoral partnerships
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new for the movement

● trans-sectoral partnerships
● shared metrics
● thinking beyond projects



what do you think?

what can YOU learn from it for regional and 
national initiatives?



what if….

we apply the CI lens to 
the whole movement?



chapters’ dialogue tough questions
What do we as a movement want to achieve? Do we run a website or 
foster free knowledge? Why are we doing the things we do, and what 
for?

How do we define impact when exploring new territory? And how do 
we measure success?

What is the role of the Wikimedia Foundation?

How do we want to communicate with each other? How can we build 
the necessary empathy and learn from each other? How can we 
overcome the old narrative and perceptions?

Where does the money come from and where should it go? Should 
money be the limiting factor when striving for Free Knowledge?

What movement framework is best suited to fulfil the Wikimedia 
mission?
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? Mutually reinforcing 
activities



Resources

SSI Review series of articles:
http://www.ssireview.
org/articles/entry/collective_impact

http://www.ssireview.org/articles/entry/collective_impact
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Contact

Nikki Zeuner
nicola.zeuner@wikimedia.de


